HERMIT CRAB (Coenobita Rugosus)

-Conditions for import for Sale -

Conditions for import

1. The importer may only import the species "Coenobita rugosus" for local sale.

2. The importer must only distribute to licensed pet shops.

3. The importer must provide posters for educational purposes. The posters must contain detailed and accurate information about the hermit crabs.

4. The importer must provide instructional leaflets on proper care and maintenance of the hermit crabs for distribution by the pet shop.

5. The importer must not harvest hermit crabs locally, or accept hermit crabs harvested locally, to supply demand.

6. The importer must not release imported hermit crabs which cannot be sold into our local environment.

7. The importer must provide to the pet shop for retention a detailed invoice of animals supplied.

8. The importer must provide specimens of the animal to AVAAVS, as and when required.

Conditions for sale

1. The pet shop must be licensed.

2. The pet shop must prominently display the educational posters provided by the importer.

3. The pet shop must give out instructional leaflets on proper care and maintenance of the hermit crabs with every purchase.

4. The pet shop must not harvest hermit crabs locally, or accept hermit crabs harvested locally, to supply demand.

5. The pet shop must not release imported hermit crabs which cannot be sold into our local environment.

6. The pet shop must retain the detailed invoice of the animals provided by the supplier and produce it for inspection upon demand.